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                  Deodorant
                  The most advanced natural deodorant ever — in a revolutionary, refillable container that saves our planet from plastic waste.
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                  A nutrient-rich body wash formulated with natural ingredients to hydrate and soothe — designed to reduce plastic waste with an aluminum bottle & reusable pump.
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100% natural toothpaste in tablet form, designed to polish and strengthen your teeth. Crush one tablet between teeth, and start brushing for a healthier planet.
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100% biodegradable floss, designed with a durable, refillable container to reduce the single-use plastic waste in your oral care routine.
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Natural mouthwash reinvented in a portable tablet form. Swish and spit, all while saving our planet from single-use plastic. 60 tablets per refill.
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                  The most advanced natural deodorant ever — in a revolutionary, refillable container that saves our planet from plastic waste.
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                  A nutrient-rich body wash formulated with natural ingredients to hydrate and soothe — designed to reduce plastic waste with an aluminum bottle & reusable pump.
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An extra-moisturizing body wash in bar form, eliminating single-use plastic waste from your daily routine.
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Bamboo and cotton form a durable and plush swab that's 100% biodegradable, without single-use plastic. Contains 200 swabs.
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A natural sea sponge harvested from the Mediterranean designed to cleanse and exfoliate the skin. 
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100% natural toothpaste in tablet form, designed to polish and strengthen your teeth. Crush one tablet between teeth, and start brushing for a healthier planet.
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100% biodegradable floss, designed with a durable, refillable container to reduce the single-use plastic waste in your oral care routine.
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Natural mouthwash reinvented in a portable tablet form. Swish and spit, all while saving our planet from single-use plastic. 60 tablets per refill.
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A toothbrush made from bamboo with extra soft bristles, for a healthy smile and a healthier planet. 
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                  Shampoo
                  A nourishing, all-natural shampoo with argan and moringa oil — designed to reduce plastic waste with an aluminum bottle & reusable pump.
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                  An all-natural conditioner that locks in moisture for healthier hair — designed to reduce plastic waste with an aluminum bottle & reusable pump.
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An all-natural shampoo bar that nourishes your scalp and our planet, eliminating single-use plastic from your routine.
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Conditioner in bar form to eliminate single-use plastic waste from your hair care routine. Clean hair, clean planet
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                  Hand soap without the single-use plastic waste. Cube shape for easy grip and handling.
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A moisturizing hand sanitizer that comes in 3 pocket-size aluminum bottles — designed to reduce single-use plastic waste while on the go. 65% alcohol.
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                  8oz Hand Sanitizer
                  

A moisturizing, alcohol-based hand sanitizer in a large, 8 oz bottle — designed to refill 4 travel-size plastic sanitizer bottles.
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                  Toothpaste Container
                  A refillable toothpaste container, designed to reduce the single-use plastic in your dental care routine. Fits with your by Humankind toothpaste tablets (sold separately).
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A dual compartment travel bag made from 1.7 post-consumer recycled plastic bottles, contributing to a more circular economy.
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                  Deodorant Container
                  A refillable deodorant container, designed to reduce the single-use plastic in your daily routine. Fits with your by Humankind deodorant refills (sold separately).
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                  Mouthwash Container
                  A refillable mouthwash container, designed to reduce the single-use plastic in your dental care routine. Fits with your by Humankind mouthwash tablets (sold separately).
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      Great personal care products 
 don't have to come at Earth's expense.
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    Designed to reduce single-use plastic waste in your daily routine. Scientifically-proven to perform.
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          Best Sellers Bundle
           — $66
        

        Our best sellers bundled together to save you $ and our planet — Deodorant, Floss, Mouthwash, & Toothpaste. $22 off.
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          Dental Routine Bundle
           — $49
        

        Toothpaste, mouthwash, and floss formulated for healthy teeth & designed for a healthy planet. Get $17 off.
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          Shower Routine Bundle
           — $46
        

        All-natural shampoo, conditioner, and body wash formulated to nourish your hair & skin. Get $26 off.
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          Hair Care Bundle
           — $35
        

        All natural shampoo and conditioner formulated to cleanse & hydrate your hair. Get $15 off.
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      Get early access to new products by signing up for bH texts.
    

    
    Sign Up for Texts
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      EVERY DAY, 28,000 TONS of single-use plastic is disposed into our oceans.

Starting today, you can fight this flow of plastic waste, just by getting ready in the morning.
    

    
    The Plastic Crisis
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      Formulated with purpose, designed for impact. 

Our products are made with clean ingredients — sourced and formulated for your body and our planet.
    

    
    learn more
    
  







  

  
    Business Insider
    
      "by Humankind's natural formulas were designed to pass performance tests."

    

  


  
    Teen Vogue
    
      "Beautifully designed bathroom essentials in solid, no-waste packaging and refillable containers."

    

  


  
    Fast Company
    
      "This new personal care company ditches single-use plastic for refillable containers."

    

  


  
    People
    
      "Make sure to grab a by Humankind hand sanitizer before they sell out."

    

  


  
    Domino
    
      "You’re about to hear a whole lot about by Humankind, if you haven’t already."
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          Toothpaste
           — $12
        

        100% natural toothpaste in tablet form, designed to polish and strengthen your teeth without the plastic waste.
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          Deodorant
           — $12
        

        Natural, aluminum-free deodorant in a revolutionary, refillable container designed to reduce plastic waste.
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          Floss
           — $12
        

        100% biodegradable floss in a durable, refillable container designed to reduce the single-use plastic in your oral care routine.
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          Toothbrush
           — $6
        

        A Toothbrush made from bamboo with extra soft bristles, for a healthy smile and a healthier planet.


      
      
        
          

        
      
    










  
    See what
    MaryamVeronicaMaxMakaylaLiamElizabeth
    are saying about us.

      Shop All

  

  
    Maryam
    
      I love this shampoo. My hair feels healthier and overall better than ever before.

    

  


  
    Veronica
    
      Ingredients I can pronounce and feel safe using on myself and my family.

    

  


  
    Max
    
      Simple, Elegant, Fresh.

    

  


  
    Makayla
    
      Good for the planet + Good for me = Great deodorant purchase!

    

  


  
    Liam
    
      The shampoo bar works so freaking good and smells amazing!

    

  


  
    Elizabeth
    
      My mouth is left feeling fresh and clean after every use - I'm obsessed!
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      In one year, you’ll save our planet from up to 5 pounds of single-use plastic waste.

Our collective plastic 
reduction  grows over time, creating quantifiable and meaningful impact.
    

    
    Here’s How
    
  










  
  
    
    One routine can help shape our planet's future — yours.

    Shop Now
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